Actionable Knowledge from
HubIT Forum Discussions

SPEAK OUT

ICT in the
(smart) city

opportunities and risks
of digitalization for
sustainable local
development
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Moderated by
Nexus Institute

This Factsheet summarizes the
inputs and opinions shared
through HubIT’s forum platform
on November 2019 HERE.

Introduction to the topic:
New urban development models relying on
information and communication technologies,
known as “smart cities”, are being increasingly
adopted by municipalities and cities across the
world. The promise of enhanced critical
infrastructure management, improved quality of life,
more efﬁcient and transparent public
administration and new market opportunities, can
sometimes overshadow the sociocultural and ethical
consequences they may have on the local
population in terms of inclusion, participation, or
data privacy, to name but a few examples.

Here’s what was shared in our
Forum regarding:

01.
How can ICT technologies contribute to the
improvement of local public services and
citizens’ quality of life?
02.
What are the social and environmental
consequences of the digitalization of cities?
03.
Which sectors are the most impacted by
digitization?
04.
Are there any “best practices” of smart city
projects, which are proﬁtable for both ICT
enterprises and cities (and their citizens)?

How can ICT
technologies contribute
to the improvement of
local public services and
citizens’ quality of life?
ICT can improve people’s lives BUT it can also contribute to the
segregation of the less tech-savvy people, especially the elders
or socially marginalized people.

Consequently
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A bottom-up approach would ensure the widest
possible inclusion, even though the elders of the
future (us) will be way more used to tech. Such an
approach could be supported by speciﬁc places such
as maker labs or fab labs, where could learn or get
sensitized to ICT technologies.
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What are the social and
environmental consequences of
the digitalization of cities?

Is digitalization increasing or
decreasing our social skills?
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On the bright side, “e-skills” can be helpful if you live
in a big city where you know nobody, or allow you to
stay in touch with people through the possibility to
communicate in real-time with someone living on the
other side of the world.

However
We should be able to learn how to deal with people we
normally wouldn’t talk to (as digitalization can also
allow you to only speak with who you want to and
when you feel like it).
It can isolate us from people that are not engaged in
digitalization. Digitalization does not replace real life
interactions with people.

What kind of potential
undesirable side effects
can emerge from
digitalization of cities?
• Cybersecurity threats: data and privacy
protection can become more vulnerable;
• Bigger gap between cities and rural areas:
smart cities in their full digital glory vs. rural
regions without full internet access;
• Lack of inclusion: what about people who
don’t have the needed infrastructure or
capabilities to join the digital city?
• Digital blind trust: What happens if a
non-functioning smart trash bin is never
emptied and is completely overloaded? Or
what if a car crashes because the parking spot
says it’s free while it’s not, and the self-driving
car tries to get in at high speed? Whose
responsibility is it in case of an accident?
• AI in policy decision making: should we put
crucial decisions in the digital hands of AI?

Answering a few of the
challenges:
• As AI is already helping in the decision-making
process, e.g. in the ﬁnance sector, the goal is to
allow it to help people make decisions, but not
to make the ﬁnal decision itself.
• If a smart waste management infrastructure is
provided by cities, “smart” citizens might be
required. Educating and engaging the
community is important and represents great
deal in digital transformation.
• Smart cities need to be co-created not only
with social scientists but also citizens.

Which sectors are the
most impacted by
digitization?
ICT can beneﬁt businesses such as UBER, Waze, or Airbnb.
Nevertheless, these new services also present new threats:
• Excessive Airbnb might lead to housing price increase and
housing shortage: some citizens in Berlin live in almost tourist
rented houses and therefore ﬁnd it harder to socialize with
neighbors; some people might not ﬁnd a long term apartment
because they are only available for short term rental.
• Waze is a useful app to help you avoid trafﬁc jam, but in
doing so it will redirect drivers to other parts of the city and
inevitably increase trafﬁc jam there, which can negatively
impact residents and infrastructures (such as roads).

Do we need more
regulation?

Are there any “best practices”
of smart city projects, which are
proﬁtable for both ICT enterprises
and cities (and their citizens)?
...
TU Berlin is currently working on developing digital

...

solutions for smart and inclusive cities. It aims to
support the creation of ofﬂine communities in order to
provide a supportive environment for all, especially in
public transportations.

In the German city of Darmstadt, it has been
established a “technology and ethic committee” that
concentrates various experts in the ﬁeld, in order to
monitor the various digitalization projects
implemented in the city.

The conversation isn’t done
you can still join the discussion HERE and leave
your thoughts.

Some interesting reads
mentioned by the participants:
Courts Are Using AI to Sentence Criminals. That Must
Stop Now
(Wired)

Moral Machine
(Moral Machine)

Smart Cities: Threat and Countermeasures
(Rambus)
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